Product Review Sample

Samsung is well known for the Note and Galaxy S phones but the company is also
popular for offering budget phones under varied brands. With the latest range of Galaxy
A, Samsung is streamlining the mid-tier and budget lineup and Galaxy A50 is face of
this series.

Key specifications of Samsung
A70









32 MP front camera
48 MP + 8 MP + 5 MP rear camera
1080×2340 pixels resolution
4GB RAM
40 inch display
4000mAh battery capacity
64GB storage
Android OS

Comparison of Samsung Galaxy
A50 with Galaxy A30:


Full HD + (1080×2340 pixels) resolution is featured in 6.4 inch in Samsung Galaxy A50
Super AMOLED Infinity U display while Samsung Galaxy A30 has only HD+ resolution
(720×1560 pixels)





Samsung Galaxy A50 comes with RAM of either 4GB or 6GB with additional storage
options of 64GB or 128 GB. On the other hand, Samsung Galaxy A30 comes with RAM
of either 3GB or 4 GB and 32 GB, 64GB, 128GB as the additional options in storage
The setup of rear camera in Samsung Galaxy A50 serves as a big upgrade. It comes
with resolution of 48 MP in the primary sensor with aperture of f/2.0. It also comes with
a depth sensor of 5 MP and a wide angle 8MP camera. The selfie camera of Samsung
Galaxy A50 is of 32MP with aperture of f/2.0. Talking about Samsung Galaxy A30, it
comes with primary camera of 25 MP with aperture of f/1.7, depth camera of 5 MP and
wide angle camera of 8 MP. The selfie camera of Samsung Galaxy A30 is of 16 MP
with aperture of f/2.0.
How much does Samsung Galaxy A50 costs?:
Samsung Galaxy A50 prices can be checked from reliable online sources and alo your
nearest dealers as well.
You can compare the cost of this amazing budget phone from Samsung at several
sources too.

